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Abstract. A new zero-free region in the left half-plane is found

for the ith derivative of the Riemann zeta function.

It was shown in [l ] that £<w(i), the ¿th derivative of the Riemann

zeta function, has certain zero-free regions. Write s=a-\-it. The

usual theory, for any Dirichlet series, was used for the obvious region

<rè<T)fc. It was also shown that for each k — 1 and each e>0, there is an

r* = rji(e) such that f^^^O for |s| >rk, a<—e and |i| >e. In this

paper, using the results of [l ], we show the following:

Theorem. For k = 0 there is an ak so that f (*> (s) has only real zeros for

a ^ak, and exactly one real zero in each open interval ( —1—2«, 1—2«)

for \—2n—ak.

This theorem is used in Berndt [2]. The result is well known for

k = 0. To prove the theorem, we write, as in [l ], for k = 1,

(-l)*i-»>(l - 5) = 2(2*)- ¿ T^(s)RJk(s),
y-o

where

R*(s) = Pik(s) cos(tts/2) + Qjk(s) sin(7Ti/2),

P:k(s) = i ajkn^Ks),

Qik(s) = 2ZhUM(s),

and

Pkk(s) = f(i),    Qkk(s) = 0.

Write

(-l)*f«'(l - í)/20)- -/(i) + g(s)

where f(s) =r(s)r'«(s) cos(tts/2), g(s) =T,U T^(s)Rjk(s). Now we
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apply Rouche's theorem to the square with vertices 2n±i, 2«+2±i,

and f(s) -\-g(s) will have exactly the same number of zeros inside this

square as/(s), provided \f(s) \ > \g(s)\ on the boundary. Now, from

[1],

r«>(j) = r(i) [log* 5 + £ Eni(s) log« si,

where each Enj(s) is 0(1/5), so for <r sufficiently large, r(t)(s) ¿¿0, and

f(s) has only the single zero in the square due to cos(7rs/2).

Now we proceed exactly as in [l ]. Setting

R**(s) = P,*(i) + Q,k(s) tan(^/2),

dividing j/(5)| >|g(5)| by |r(5)(cos(7r5/2))f(5) Iog*-»i|, and apply-

ing the triangle inequality several times, we will have | f(s) \ > \ g(s) \

on the boundary provided

*-i

I log 5 |    >  £   |£nt(5)l0g"+1-*5|
n-0

*j?Rik(s) f       1 ^     Enj(s)   U

h    Us)   tlog*-1-^       ¿o log*-1— ii I '

As in [l], this inequality will hold on the upper and lower edges of

the square, and also on the sides provided | tan(7T5/2) | is bounded.

But on a = 2n, or a = 2n+2,

| tan<™/2) |  = | («r" - l)/(er" + 1) | ,

which is clearly bounded. Thus, f ik)(s) has exactly one zero inside the

square, and since Ç(k)(s) is real on the real axis, this zero must lie on

the real axis, as nonreal zeros occur in conjugate pairs, and the proof

is complete.
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